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Victor p. Leginsky, Canadian citizen, is an experienced international arbitrator
and Barrister & Solicitor, resident in Dubai, uae since april 2007. Victor has prior
high-level mediation experience having been appointed by the attorney Generalof
British Columbia, Canada, to be the Chair of the Manufactured Home park
Dispute resolution Committee. He brings over 25 years of arbitration experience
in Canada. Victor has earned the internationally-recognized designations of
Chartered arbitrator and Fellow from the Chartered Institute of arbitrators. He
is a committee member of the International Court of arbitration (ICC) — uae
and member of ICC-Canada. He is alternate regional chapter co-ordinator of the
association of International petroleum Negotiators (aIpN) and launched its seminar
on oil & gas dispute resolution in the Middle east. He co-instructs, with prof. Dr.
klaus peter Berger a practical course in International Commercial arbitration in
Dubai. He is registered as a Barrister with the Dubai International Financial Centre
(DIFC) Courts and is a member in good standing of the Law Society of British
Columbia, Canada.

pinsent Masons LLp within the Construction advisory and Disputes practice group.
a member of the Istanbul Bar, the english Bar and the Scottish Bar, Noyan has
practised law internationally, including in the uSa and France with leading law
undertaken a large number of commercial and investment arbitrations under the
ICSID , ICC, LCIa, Stockholm Chamber of Commerce, Hamburg Stock exchange
and DIaC rules in jurisdictions ranging from egypt, uzbekistan, algeria, Serbia
to the philippines. His disputes practice involves complex infrastructure projects
under various FIDIC and bespoke forms of contract, oil and gas disputes, M&a and
shareholder disputes among others.
In addition to being a recognized arbitration attorney with over 15 years of
experience, Noyan teaches at law schools and other institutions. He previously

Jonathan is one of the founder members of the BTLa and is currently adviser to

university Law School and gave lectures on alternative Dispute resolution in M&a
and JV projects at Istanbul Bilgi university as part of the eLSa M&a School. Since
2010, he has been an adjunct professor at Istanbul Yeditepe university Law School,
teaching the International Commercial arbitration class. In 2014, he was chosen

his professional life he has been located in Turkey. Having completed an Ma (Law)

on alternative dispute resolution.
Noyan holds an LL.B. from Galatasaray university Law School (2000) and an LL.M.

has acted for a number of State and private entities. Following an MBO in 2004
and project work, Jonathan advises foreign investors setting up in Turkey across
a range of sectors.
Senguler assist clients as they seek to navigate the sometimes uncertain waters
CIarb, he has sat in a number of ICC cases involving multinational parties under
both Turkish and english law.

the president of Istanbul arbitration Centre (ISTaC). Dr. akinci is a member of
the ICC International Court of arbitration since 2006 and he is also head of the
International private Law Division of Galatasaray university Faculty of Law. Dr.
akinci focuses primarily on dispute resolution and has acted as counsel, expert,
sole arbitrator and co-arbitrator in many international and domestic proceedings
including international construction projects, energy projects, investment
disputes, mergers and acquisitions, international commercial disputes. Dr.

baker & McKenzie
Ismail esin has more than 15 years of experience advising clients in arbitration and
mergers and acquisitions matters. He is listed in The International Who’s Who for
mergers and acquisitions and commercial arbitration and in Chambers & partners
and Legal 500 for Corporate/M&a and Dispute resolution. He has lectured on law
of obligations and mergers and acquisitions law at Marmara, Galatasaray, Yeditepe
and Bilgi universities in Istanbul, and writes extensively on these topics. Ismail
advises banks, multinational companies, governments and private equity funds
on investments and major projects in Turkey, the Middle east and the CIS. His
work focuses primarily on the energy, infrastructure, construction, telecom and
healthcare industries. He also acts as an arbitrator and as counsel in arbitration
matters, especially focusing on arbitration of M&a transactions. He recently cocomprehensive guide to arbitration in Turkey published by kluwer. He was also
recently appointed as an advisory board member for the Istanbul arbitration Center.

private International Law in Galatasaray university. He has authored numerous
publications on topics including but not limited to international arbitration,
international construction law, applicable law to the contracts, international
family law and the international carriage of goods by road.

arbitrationmatters. She is listed in Legal 500, Chambers & partners and Who’s Who
Legal for her energy and natural resources’ practices. She assists clients in avoiding
or resolving disputes and regulatory issues (including energy regulations) through
negotiation, mediation, arbitration and litigation. Her experience embraces
international commercial and investment treaty arbitration. She was a member of

Can Yeginsu is barrister who combines a leading practice in international
arbitration, commercial litigation, and public international law - recognised in

case pursued against the republic of Turkey. She also advises clients in relation to

but also a true team player; he knows arbitration inside out and is a very elegant
and effective advocate”, possessing “serious legal brainpower, accompanied with
as one of ten “Stars of the Bar” practising at the Commercial Bar of england and
Wales by Legal Week Magazine. Can acts frequently as counsel in arbitrations
under the auspices of the major institutions including the LCIa, ICC, ICSID, LMaa,
and CIarb, as well as in ad hoc cases under the uNCITraL rules.
Outside of his work as counsel and arbitrator, Can is on the Faculty of Georgetown
Law in Washington D.C. where he teaches investor-state arbitration, a subject he
is also a guest lecturer on investment and commercial arbitration at Harvard Law
School. He is a member of the British Institute of International and Comparative
Law’s Investment Treaty Forum and the author of a leading human rights textbook,
published by Oxford university press. Can is bi-lingual in english and Turkish and
holds prize-winning degrees from university College, Oxford and Harvard Law
School. In a previous life, he taught english Literature as the Jane eliza procter
Fellow at princeton university.

anthony Jones is a barrister at 4 New Square with a substantial practice in
commercial and international law. He frequently acts in cases related to crossborder and offshore investments, and is currently involved in litigation before the
Court of appeal and Commercial Court in england, the courts of the Isle of Man and
a number of Caribbean jurisdictions, for a major european bank in a $75 million
expropriation and fair treatment investment claim against the republic of Turkey,
and a $50 million ICSID claim against Turkmenistan.
anthony also has substantial experience in claims before international tribunals,
appearing as sole counsel before the General Court of the european union, before
Court of Justice of the economic Community of West african States in Nigeria. He
lectures at the London School of economics on commercial law, guest lectures at
law, and has recently been appointed as a research Visitor to the Bonavero
Institute of Human rights at the university of Oxford for 2018.

protection. Her commercial arbitration experience includes disputes arising from
shareholders agreements, construction agreements and epC contracts. She also
represents clients in enforcement proceedings. She publishes, teaches and speaks
extensively on arbitration and energy matters. She has lectured on Legal and
regulatory aspects of energy Markets at Yeditepe university. She received her law
degree (LL.B) from Galatasaray university, School of Law (2000). She is a member
of Istanbul Bar since 2001. She holds an LL.M. degree in International Business
Law from the university of Minnesota, School of Law (2005) and another LL.M.
degree in Law of economics from Istanbul Bilgi university, School of Law (2004).
She speaks Turkish, english and French.

Okan Demirkan received his law degree from the university of Sussex. He has

Mr. Demirkan has acted as counsel in several arbitration proceedings concerning
major infrastructure projects, construction agreements, share purchase
agreements, shareholders agreements, asset-transfer agreements and licensing
agreements. In 2017, he acted as sole arbitrator in an ISTaC arbitration between
two Turkish parties. In 2016, Mr. Demirkan acted as a party-appointed arbitrator
in an ICC arbitration between a Turkish party and a Spanish party. Currently, he is
an expert witness in an energy related dispute involving governmental institutions
and private legal entities. Mr. Demirkan is probably the only (or one of the very
few) non-academic lawyer in Turkey that has acted as counsel, arbitrator and
expert witness in arbitration proceedings, thereby experiencing every possible
role of arbitration.
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practice focuses on international commercial and investment arbitration where
she regularly acts as counsel in disputes arising under all major rules (in particular
ICC, LCIa, ICSID, Swiss rules, DIaC, uNCITraL) as well as in ad hoc proceedings,
involving disputes from a great variety of sectors. anne has particular experience
in investment arbitrations – she advises and represents parties concerning all
issues arising out of bilateral and multilateral investment treaties and acts as an
arbitrator in investment arbitration proceedings.
prior to working in Dubai, anne practiced in Switzerland and the uk. She is
recognised as one of the leading arbitration lawyers in the uae (Gar, Who’s Who
Legal 2015, 2016 and 2017).
anne is also a visiting lecturer at Humboldt university Berlin and regularly speaks
and publishes on arbitration issues. She speaks english, German, russian and French.

John has practised commercial dispute resolution in the Middle east since 2006
at which time John was based in Sana’a, Yemen, representing the Government of
Yemen in what is recognised as one of the major arbitration successes of recent
years. Following the successful outcome of that arbitration, John relocated to
John’s practice focusses on commercial litigation and international arbitration
with an emphasis on corporate, commercial, real estate and transport and logistics
disputes. John acts for a wide variety of local and international businesses in court
and arbitration proceedings administered by a range of international institutions
including DIaC, ICC, LCIa and the DIFC-LCIa, providing pragmatic commercial
and strategic legal advice on contentious issues. John has appeared as counsel in
several arbitration proceedings and is currently sitting as sole arbitrator and coarbitrator in a number of DIaC arbitrations. John is also a member of the DIFC-LCIa
Working Group Committee and the DIFC pro Bono panel.

Julian has nearly 25 years of specialist experience of heavyweight international

Sami Houerbi is the Director of the ICC eastern Mediterranean, Middle-east and
africa ICC Dispute resolution Services, where he is in charge of raising awareness
about alternative Dispute resolution mechanisms throughout the region and
promoting ICC arbitration and aDr rules. prior to that, he was member of the
Secretariat of the International Court of arbitration in paris, where he was directly
involved in the administration and managing ICC arbitration proceedings.
Mr Houerbi is a registered lawyer of the Tunis Bar association and the Managing
Law, arbitration and Litigation. Sami Houerbi acts regularly as arbitrator under ad
hoc and various international arbitration institutions. He holds a post-graduate
degree in international law from the university of paris II and an LL.M in German
Law from the Ludwig-Maximilian university in Munich. His working languages are
arabic, english, French and German.

He has conducted arbitrations under a wide range of institutional rules and at
various seats, in a wide range of industry sectors including oil and gas, electricity,
banking, insurance, aerospace, telecoms and steel. He acts in both commercial
and investor-state cases. He is a Solicitor advocate and has appeared as an
advocate in cases worth up to $1 billion. In Legal 500, he is described as “an
excellent advocate”. He has a Diploma in International arbitration with Distinction
from Queen Mary College, university of London.
James is a former Co-Chair of the Young International arbitration Group (YIaG)
of the LCIa and sits on the Cpr Y-aDr Steering Committee. He has been Lawyer
of the Week in The Times and was a judicial assistant to Lord Justice kennedy
in the english Court of appeal. He was recognised among the top 10 “most
highly regarded individuals” among non-partners globally in Who’s Who Legal’s
arbitration Future Leaders 2017, which says: “James is ‘a quality guy: excellent
all round, highly visible on the circuit and very well respected.’” Chambers uk
2016 says: “‘excellent critical thinker’ James Freeman is particularly adept at
sector. Observers say: ‘Freeman has excellent instincts for what the client needs
and exceeds client expectations’.”

acting as counsel, he also acts sits regularly as an arbitrator. His areas of practice
include a wide range of company and commercial disputes as well as construction
and engineering arbitrations. He was called to the Bar in england in 1990, became
Construction and engineering Disputes practice of pinsent Masons before moving
to the Hong kong Bar in 2010. Julian has been recognised as one of the world’s
and writes regularly on arbitration related topics.

has been actively advising foreign investors and assisting them in their transactions
and also disputes work in Turkey and abroad. Serdar’s practice focuses on corporate
governance, mergers and acquisitions, white collar crimes, investigations and
dispute resolution. He extensively advises clients on matters involving crossborder
acquisitions, joint ventures, private equity investments, strategic investments,
banking, retail, transportation, logistics and manufacturing to energy, insurance,
health care and pharmaceuticals. Serdar is the head of paksoy’s litigation and
dispute resolution practice and an active trial lawyer in arbitration. He has
extensive experience in matters acting for many clients as an advocate in court
actions including commercial litigation, administrative lawsuits, corporate
governance, insolvency, investigations, white-collar crimes and crisis advisory.

legal department as the head legal counsel. prior to joining enerjisa, she worked as
has an extensive experience in energy, construction and corporate matters. as the
related to FIDIC based contracts, epC contracts and construction contracts.
Didem holds a Master of Laws (LL.M.) Degree from american university, Washington
College of Law and Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.) Degree from Marmara university. She
speaks Turkish (native), english and French.
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payment must be made to Wolters kluwer Hong kong before the event date.
a substitute delegate is welcome at any time and no extra charge if you are unable to attend. Full payment will be imposed if cancellation is made within 7 days
of the event date.
This also applies to any “no show’s” on the day of event. all notices of cancellations or replacements must be made in writing and acknowledged by Wolters kluwer
Hong kong Limited via email or fax.
Programme Changes
Wolters kluwer reserves the right to cancel (due to unforeseen circumstances), amend, change event date, change speakers, topics and location of the event.
The organiser
Wolters kluwer offers opportunities for our delegates to receive business critical information and timely insight and analysis from our expert presenters. Our events
also provide a platform for discussion to allow delegates to explore the intricacies of the information presented while interacting and exchanging news and experiences
with peers. Our programmes are conducted by industry experts, practitioners and academics who are able to provide participants a well-balanced blend of theoretical
fundamentals and practical applications.

